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THE CP-250E AND CP-720 ARE RULE 21THE CP-250E AND CP-720 ARE RULE 21
PHASE III COMPLIANTPHASE III COMPLIANT

Chilicon Power is proud to announce that both the CP-250E and CP-720 have
been certified by Intertek, a nationally recognized testing lab, as compliant with
California Rule 21 Phase III (SA-14/SA-15) regulations. Phase III requirements
consist of advanced inverter functions, like data monitoring, remote connection
and disconnection, and maximum power controls. Specifically, SA-14 deals with
frequency-watt control, while SA-15 concerns volt-watt mode, two applications
that Chilicon Power has perfected with its unique AC coupling solutions.

Check Out the CP-720 Data Sheet

FREQUENCY-WATT MODEFREQUENCY-WATT MODE
The manufacturer of the world’s most technologically advanced microinverter
system has raised the bar on what's possible for AC coupled systems. Whether
it's on grid or off, both the CP-250E and CP-720 pairs seamlessly (and flawlessly)
with any battery or generator to maximize productivity. By using the AC
coupling feature on the Gateway- Chilicon's revolutionary monitoring device-
you can easily program the microinverters to regulate production, assuring
optimal performance. For batteries, this is accomplished by controlling the
frequency-watt mode of the grid. The battery and inverter work together,

http://chiliconpower.com/products/microinverters
https://files.constantcontact.com/0a30880e601/1eb138d0-3e2f-4c2a-b628-d9c7ff5158ad.pdf


increasing and decreasing frequency to ensure the appropriate power output.

Check Out the White Paper

VOLT-WATT MODEVOLT-WATT MODE
In pairing with a generator, each microinverter- whether it's the CP-250E or CP-
720- constantly monitors the line voltage and regulates power should the
voltage cross certain thresholds. This approach prevents an over-voltage
condition from developing on an islanded generator controlled system. It also
allows for the microinverters to co-generate (decreasing fuel consumption)
without need for a transfer switch between the generator and the array.  

https://files.constantcontact.com/0a30880e601/e6ff6c73-6931-462d-8ae3-1eaaa9d326f1.pdf
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